Another wonderful week at Dove House! The sun has been shining
and lunchtimes in particular have been lovely outside. Everyone
is looking forward to the three day weekend and we hope that you
all have some lovely plans. We have been very impressed with the
level of uniform this week, after Mrs Wilson’s reminders there
have been very few hoodies around the school which has made
everyone look that little bit smarter, so thank you for your efforts
there.
As always walking round school is a delight, seeing the amazing
things the teachers are delivering and what the pupil’s are
achieving. We were particularly proud of our pupil’s on Monday
when there were lots of changes during the day, they all coped
fabulously and showed the visitors what excellent young people
they all are.

What’s happened this week:
Year 7 worked as a team to complete a set of doubles and halves loop cards in
Maths. They had a pile of cards each. One pupil would read, “I have 18, who has half
of 38?” They then worked out the answer together and checked their ‘domino’ cards
to see if they had the card with the answer on. They were practicing turn taking,
clear speaking and good listening skills. They really enjoyed the activity!

“Oscars” are for those who have done something particularly amazing. It could be
something out of their comfort zone or being resilient, and as always “Making a
Difference” to capture the kind and thoughtful things our pupils do. “Top Of Your
Game” which is for academic achievement in the classroom,

Making a difference
RP Year 11- For sweeping and tidying up the RM workshop after a messy
lesson.
KP Year 9- For drawing an amazing moth design for her racing car project in Resistant
Materials.
WH Year 7- He tucked in everyone else’s chairs at the end of the lesson without
being asked. What a kind thing to do!
Miss Frost, Mrs Webster and Mrs Love were so impressed by the hard work,
contributions and behaviour for learning in Tuesday's English lesson. It made us all
very proud - even Mrs Wilson couldn't believe how amazing they were!
SP Year 7 - He helped other pupils who were having computer issues without being
asked, which was a kind and helpful thing to do.
SW Year 10 - For being an awesome support to Mrs Donato during a cover tutor
session, basically taking charge of sorting everything. A great help!
Year 7 - For being awesome in My Time, helping Mr H to teach JF to play chess. Well
done.
JF Year 7 - For a most excellent first game of chess, and for working so hard to learn
the rules. Well done.

ME Year 11 - For being really positive when talking about an experience (even
though he didn't find it that useful).
HR Year 9 - Doing the right thing when questioned by a stranger at the bus stop and
following excellent safeguarding rules then reporting to a teacher.
KA Year 9 - Is always willing to have a go at anything and happily agreed to go to a
careers event this week and report back what it was like.

KS3 OSCAR WINNER

ES (7LF)

KS4 OSCAR WINNER

IT (10IT)

Inter House Competitions
Year 10 worked incredibly hard in the Inter House fitness challenge on Friday
showing fantastic determination. Oval were the highest scoring team this week,
followed closely by Ascot. This has moved Oval up from 4th place up to 2nd place
overall. Twickenham still remain out in the lead with just year 11’s left next week
but it is still all to play for.

Please do contact us if there is anything you are unsure of
your first point of contact should be your tutor but if there
is anything further you need help with then please contact
the pastoral team.
If you would like any further help, please email the school
admin@dovehouse.hants.sch.uk

